REALISTIC AND SAFE LANDINGS FOR BMX / SCOOTER / SKATE / PIT BIKES / MTB
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Specifically developed materials from Germany by HeyTEX this Landing will
last you many years to come! 2 Years full Warranty & Made in the EU!

REALISTIC AND SAFE LANDINGS FOR BMX / SCOOTER / SKATE / PIT BIKES / MTB

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

Includes BAGJUMP® resi-like BMX/FMX Topsheet in black or light grey.
Velcro Bannering System on every OnePiece Landing for your shows and events!**
Choose between 6 colors (black, grey, blue, red, green, yellow, white).
Air pressure / softness can be changed quickly for different training scenarios.

CHOOSE FROM THE FOLLOWING SIZE POSSIBILITIES
BAGJUMP® ONEPIECE LANDING - REGULAR
MEDIUM REGULAR

LARGE REGULAR

7,00 x 3,50 x 2,00 m // 23’ x 11.5’ x 6,56’

24,590*

8,50 x 4,00 x 2,50 // 27.8’ x 13’ x 8.2’

25,990*

BAGJUMP® ONEPIECE LANDING - EXTENDED OUTRUN
SMALL EXTENDED

MEDIUM EXTENDED

6,25 x 3,50 x 1,50 m // 20.5’ x 11.5’ x 4.9’

24,190*

7,60 x 3,50 x 2,00 m // 25’ x 11.5’ x 6,56’

LARGE EXTENDED

25,590*

9,25 x 4,00 x 2,50 m // 30.3’ x 13’ x 8.2’

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR CUSTOM SIZES

* Set price includes: Bag, internal blower, bike/FMX Topsheet, velcro bannering system and 2 year warranty. ** Soft-Touch banners not included

27,190*

OnePiece bike Landings + MTB Hopper ramp bundles
MTB Hopper // Pro

MTB Hopper // Area 51

PORTABILITY
Every MTB HOPPER Product is designed with Portability in mind.
CONSTRUCTION
When designing MTB HOPPER, we aimed for balance between
strength and weight, between easy assembly and reliability,
between attractiveness and safety.
GEOMETRY
MTB HOPPER’s slightly progressive geometry provides an
optimal smooth boost, while still suitable for faster speeds as
well. This was achieved by connecting the three top segments
in angles of 5 degrees. The adjustable legs let you control the
overall angle of the kicker.

1. Pro + Small Ext. OnePiece bike landing

€4490*

5. Area 51 + Large OnePiece bike landing
		 6. Area 51 + Large Ext. OnePiece bike landing

€6590*
€7490*

ADJUSTABLE LEGS
To ensure stability, MTB HOPPER was designed with 6 points of
support, 4 of which are adjustable. They can be quickly and easily
adjusted without tools.
LIKE A BRIEFCASE
The top plate of MTB HOPPER is like a briefcase, as the whole
construction folds inwards. After using MTB HOPPER in muddy
conditions, fold it dirty side inward. The outer side is kept clean
for your car’s trunk.
FIRST JUMP ADAPTERS
MTB HOPPER COACH includes small adapters that make the
ramp smaller for first jump riders!

3. Area 51 + Medium OnePiece bike landing
4. Area 51 + Medium Ext. OnePiece bike landing

€5490*
€6190*

*All prices shown are net without tax.

